COVID CONTROL MEASURES;
We have sanitising points at the entrance and outside the toilets. Please use them
We have an enhanced cleaning schedule and all touch points are cleaned frequently throughout
the day.
All furniture, tableware, menus, condiments & machines are sanitised after use.
Our toilets are now lockable upon entry to allow privacy/social distancing.
To reduce contact, only one waiter will look after your table whenever possible
We’ve increased frequency of hand washing & have sanitising points in work areas
Do not approach the bar. Your waiter will come to you.
Keep younger children seated and safe. It’s your responsibility to make sure younger children
adhere to Covid guidelines.
Everyone is now required to scan the QR code to log in through the NHS Test and Trace scheme
OR leave us their contact details. Please ask for a form if you need it
Thank you for your understanding and support.

PRE DINNER APERITIFS & COCKTAILS £7.50 Each
Defined as “a refreshing, bitter sweet drink served pre-meal to whet the appetite” but we say ‘liquid Starters!’
BELLINI; Classic Venetian sparkling cocktail with Prosecco and White Peach
ROSSINI; An alternative Bellini with sparkling Prosecco and Strawberry puree
ESPRESSO MARTINI; Vodka, Coffee liqueur and a shot of espresso shaken over ice
NEGRONI; Bitter Orange Campari, Gin, Sweet Vermouth and a twist of orange
SEX ON THE BEACH; Tall on ice with Vodka, Peach Schnapps, cranberry & orange juice
COSMOPOLITAN; Vodka, orange liqueur, cranberry and lime juice shaken over ice
GIMLET; DOUBLE Gordon’s, lime and soda over ice; sweet, tart and refreshing
APEROL SPRITZ; Aperol, Prosecco & soda with a twist of orange from Venice
PINK GIN FIZZ; Pink Gin, Prosecco, Grenadine & soda tall on ice with frosted berries

WINE LIST
Wines marked VF are vegan friendly
(Small 125ml glasses of house wine available on request)
WHITE WINES MED/LARGE/BOTTLE

CHARDONNAY POCKET WATCH, Australia light, very vibrant with citrus & plum aromas 5.10, 6.60, 18.95
PINOT GRIGIO ZIMOR Italy A great Pinot, bags of character and peachy/melon finish 4.60, 5.90, 17.00
SAUVIGNON BLANC LAS ONDAS Chille Ripe & fruity with a more-ish crisp, dry finish 4.95, 6.45, 18.25
VERMENTINO Barone Montalto Italy A Sicilian soft, gentle and dry white that is delicately aromatic VF 19.95
PECORINO La PIUMA Italy A classic dry white wine that has a lovely youthful aromatic nose. Simply delicious VF 19.95
SAUVIGNON BLANC, Ren, Marlborough, NZ Zesty white with ripe tropical notes and smooth on the tongue VF 22.95
GAVI Terre del Barolo Italy Crisp, dry, light and elegant with a nutty finish, this is an outstanding Italian white 28.50
ROSE WINES MED/LARGE/BOTTLE

ZINFANDEL ROSÉ BRIGHTSIDE USA Medium sweet, bursting with summer fruit
4.75, 5.95, 17.00
MILLSTREAM ROSE WESTERN CAPE, South Africa vibrant, fruity rose with intense strawberry notes V 4.95, 6.25, 17.95
RED WINES MED/LARGE/BOTTLE

MERLOT ZIMOR, Italy medium with soft tannins and acidity with red fruit aromas 4.75, 5.95, 17.00
CABERNET SAUVIGNON LAS ONDAS Chille Succulent juicy, full bodied red with a dark fruit palate 4.95, 6.45, 18.25
SHIRAZ STELLAR RUNNING DUCK, South Africa Medium, soft and spicy with plenty of berry fruit VF 5.10, 6.60, 18.95
CHIANTI DOCG VERNAIOLO Italy Award winning Chianti; lively and fresh, attractive dry fruit and spicy aromas 21.50
MONTEPULCIANO D’ABRUZZO MANDORLA Italy aromas of figs, berries & spice and a great mouthful 23.50
PRIMITIVE DI MANDURIA SAN MARZANO Italy An impressively immense and complex full bodied red VF 26.95
NERO D’AVOLA PASSO VERDE Sicily Mid-bodied but with intense dark fruits and smoky oak aromas VF 29.95
SPARKLING & CHAMPAGNE

CHAMPAGNE NV BRUT France MOET CHANDON or PIPER HEIDSIECK Vibrant, alluring and enticing, this supreme
sparkler is the ONLY thing to drink if you’re celebrating....go on, treat yourself, you deserve it! Salute! 59.95
PROSECCO EXTRA DRY ZIMOR Italy Intense fizz followed by green apples & creamy finish 22.95 or 7.95 (200ml bottle)
PROSECCO ROSE Zimor Italy Light, crisp and off dry with plenty of red fruit character 22.95

PORETTI, PERONI & MORETTI ARE VEGAN & WE HAVE A SELECTION OF VEGAN WINES AVAILABLE MED/LARGE/BOTTLE
BIANCO; a vibrant, fruity, dry white 4.95/6.25/17.95
ROSE; a youthful, off-dry Italian Rose with a rose petal pink hue 4.95/6.25/17.95
ROSSO; A fruity, medium bodied red, with soft, spicy berry fruits 4.95/6.25/17.95

